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TRAIN SMARTER WITH THE NEWEST HIGH-TECH HEART RATE MONITORSWhether you

are just starting a fitness program or are an experienced athlete, you can greatly benefit from

paying attention to your heart rate during exercise. Heart rate serves as a window into the

body, giving you minute-to-minute feedback on your physical condition based on all the factors

affecting it—exercise intensity, diet, temperature, humidity, altitude, fatigue, and more.Total

Heart Rate Training explains:•Heart function during exercise•How heart rate monitors

work•Simple ways to use a heart rate monitor•Advanced heart rate training techniquesWith

Total Heart Rate Training, you can design a personalized program that practically guarantees

you’ll achieve your fitness goals. You’ll be able to determine the precise and optimal heart rate

for each day’s workout by using your heart rate monitor to keep you on target. It’s like having a

personal trainer telling you when to go harder and when to back off.This book also shows how

powermeters and accelerometers enable you to compare your body’s input, as measured by

heart rate, with its output-power or pace. It’s a combination that allows you to train at your peak

for that competitive edge.
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PagePREFACEThat you are reading this book says a lot about you. You are an athlete with a

desire to perform at a higher level. You undoubtedly already own a heart rate monitor and may

have been using it for some time—perhaps even years. You strap it on ever y day as you head

out the door for your workout. You’ve been using it for so long that it would feel strange not to

have it on. But you still sense a bit of mystery surrounding its use. So your desire to race faster

and your inquisitiveness have led you to this book.Purchasing and reading a book is a

commitment of both money and time on your part that I take very seriously. I want this book to

be worth your investment. You should come away from it with answers to many heart rate

training questions, including some you may not even be aware of yet. You probably have some

basic questions right now about this book. Let’s answer them.First of all, why is this book called

TOTAL Heart Rate Training? Why not just call it Heart Rate Training? The reason is that I wrote

this book to venture well beyond what other authors have already said so well when describing

the basics of training by heart rate. Total Heart Rate Training will teach you how to integrate

heart rate and other methods of measuring intensity into a periodized training plan based on

your unique needs. It contains a thorough and complete description of the training process,

written from a heart rate perspective.Can this book help you? Will you be faster? Will you

endure long races, better than ever? The answer, as with all such questions, begins with “it

depends….” For starters, it depends on how dedicated you are to closely following the program

that will be laid out for you in Chapter 9. It depends on whether you will even take the time to

create such a personalized program. Can this book help you? I have no doubt that it can.I’ve

been coaching endurance athletes for a wide variety of sports since 1980, using the principles

described on the following pages. I’ve worked with hundreds of athletes, both men and women,

with a wide range of ages and abilities. Their sports have been running, swimming, road

cycling, mountain biking, triathlon, duathlon, rowing, and endurance horse racing. The Total

Heart Rate Training program has worked for all of them.The athletes I’ve coached using what



is described here have included a World Champion, an Olympian, several world-class

performers, national champions, top regional competitors, age-group winners, first-time

finishers, and those who have dramatically improved their performances. These people were all

dedicated to the program.Don’t get me wrong, there have been a few who did not improve, who

believed they could modify the program and perform better that way. These athletes seldom

performed to expectations. But those who followed the program performed remarkably well.

You cannot make sweeping changes to this program and expect it to work better for you. It has

too many interconnected parts. It would be like trying to change the inner workings of a watch

to make it run better. You might get away with it for a while, but eventually the changes will

catch up with you and performance will decline.Can using a heart rate monitor help you

perform better? Anyone participating in aerobic sports, from novice to expert, can benefit from

paying attention to heart rate during exercise. Heart rate serves as a window into the body,

telling you what your physical and mental systems are experiencing based on all the factors

affecting them—exercise intensity, diet, temperature and humidity, altitude, fatigue, and more.

Wearing a heart rate monitor is like having a coach along for the workout, who tells you when

to go harder and when to back off. Computer software makes training analysis a snap. And with

the advent of other intensity-measuring devices in the last few years, heart rate monitoring is

even more effective now than it ever has been for the seasoned veteran. New gizmos such as

powermeters and accelerometers enable you to compare your body’s input, as measured by

heart rate, with its output—power or pace. The combination makes for precise training that

practically guarantees you’ll achieve your fitness goals. This book examines all these issues,

and more, to guide novices in learning to use a heart rate monitor for the first time, while

helping experienced athletes get more benefit from the heart rate monitors they have been

using for a long time.I’ve had a lot of experience using a heart rate monitor, both as an athlete

and as a coach. It was 1983 when I first saw a wireless heart rate monitor. At the time I owned

the first triathlon store in the United States, perhaps in the world. (It was way too early for that

sport to support such a business, but that’s another story.) We sold swim, bike, and run gear

not only to triathletes but also to swimmers, cyclists, and runners. The store’s employees were

all serious athletes, and some were also grad students at Colorado State University in Fort

Collins. The store, called Foot of the Rockies, was right next to the campus.We were always on

the lookout for anything that could help make us better athletes, and we frequently argued the

relative merits of training in particular ways. Heart rate was an underlying theme of many of our

discussions. It seemed to be such an obvious thing—count your pulse, and use that as a

precise and perhaps perfect way of judging how hard we were training. Getting an accurate

number, though, was always the problem. By the time we stopped swimming, biking, or running

and found our pulse at the throat, it had already begun to drop. While we counted, it dropped

even lower. It just wasn’t very precise.Then one day a sales representative came into the store

with a heart rate monitor. It was a Polar Sport Tester PE-2000. I still have it. By today’s

standards it was a clunker, but at the time it seemed like a technological marvel. Here was a

device you could wear during a workout or race and it would display your heart rate while you

were exercising! It was space-age stuff.I bought several for the store and one for myself. At first

I had no idea what the numbers meant. Was 160 good or bad? Why was heart rate on the bike

lower than when running, even though both seemed hard? I had a lot more questions than

answers. I recall wearing it all day just to watch my heart rate, and liked to show it off to other

athletes. I’d brush my teeth with it on to see what happened. As I walked up stairs I’d look to

see how fast heart rate rose and how quickly it came down when I reached the top. While

watching TV I’d reach over and touch my wife to see what my heart did (she didn’t like that, but



my heart obviously did!).There were many lessons, and the learning curve was steep for a long

time. It took years to figure it out, but by 1987 I had a pretty good idea of what heart rate was

telling me. It would be several more years before I knew what it meant relative to pace and

power. These lessons, however, were the most important. All the lessons I learned are

explained on the following pages.Heart rate monitors didn’t really catch on in the United States

for several years. At first there were only a few users, and we were always comparing notes.

Occasionally a magazine would run an article on heart rate and we’d read, discuss, and

debate the merits of what the author had to say. Then in 1991 a curious thing began to happen.

When I went to races—especially triathlon, cycling, and running—I noticed that most of the

athletes were wearing heart rate monitors. This was the critical year—some 25 years after they

were invented. The tipping point had finally been reached. Not long after that it seemed that

everyone was wearing a heart rate monitor. Now they are as ubiquitous as sunglasses at

races.Total Heart Rate Training takes you step by step through the lessons that I learned over

20 years. By the time you have read this book you should have an excellent idea not only of

how to train with heart rate, but also simply how to train. Training today is vastly more complex

than it was in 1983. The digital technology explosion has made it possible to train more

precisely and effectively—if you know how to use the technology.Heart rate monitors almost

seem passé today since they’ve been around for so long and so many other intensity-

measuring devices are available. The interesting thing, though, is that as the number of devices

increases, heart rate becomes even more effective. In the old days we had nothing to compare

heart rate with to know what it meant. Today you can compare your instantaneous heart rate

with your instantaneous pace or power. That exponentially increases the value of your heart

rate monitor.Today if you are a cyclist and don’t have a powermeter, or a runner without an

accelerometer to go along with your heart rate monitor, then you don’t know what you are

missing. It reminds me of when I was in high school and thought the world looked a bit fuzzy to

everyone, as it did to me. Later, when I got my first pair of glasses, I was amazed to find that

the world was actually quite clear. Why didn’t someone tell me? If you don’t have the capability

to compare exercise input (heart rate) with output (power or pace), then you simply don’t know

what you can’t see. You’ll be as amazed as I was about how the world looks when you correct

this discrepancy. “So that’s what training is all about!” I can imagine you saying.The first two

chapters introduce you to the heart rate monitor and to your heart. Here you’ll learn what

makes both of them tick. Chapter 3 gets you started using your heart rate monitor, based on

the unique system I developed 20 years ago. It’s only been slightly modified since then and has

pretty much stood the test of time. Chapter 4 takes you beyond the basic lessons taught in the

previous chapter. Here you’ll learn how to do the power and pace comparisons mentioned

earlier, along with many other important lessons. Chapters 5, 6, 7, and 8 take you down the

path of how to use your heart rate monitor in various aspects of training. Chapter 9 brings

everything together. Here you will complete a workbook type of activity to develop a thorough

training plan based on your unique circumstances.I think you’ll find that this book helps you

become a fitter and faster athlete. It won’t be easy, and you are bound to have questions as

you read or begin to apply the principles explained here. If you do, feel free to contact me

through my website at . Let’s get started.Joe FrielOctober 2006Scottsdale, Arizona1YOUR

HEART RATE MONITORToday we take the heart rate monitor for granted. In fact, monitors are

so common now that few athletes today even remember a time when they weren’t used. But

the older athletes do, and can tell stories of what training was like in those “olden days” before

digital technology first appeared, miniaturized, on their wrists. They can also tell you how much

fun training became when they got their first heart rate monitors. They talk about wearing it all



day at first to see how their daily activities affected heart rate. What numbers would they see

when taking the stairs instead of the elevator? How low would their heart rate go while

watching an exciting TV show or an action movie? Did brushing their teeth cause heart rate to

rise? How about touching their spouse, driving the car, eating, or talking with the boss at work?

You yourself may have tried some of these little tests. If you have, what you discovered is that

the heart rate monitor is indeed a wondrous biofeedback tool. If you paid close attention to the

numbers and compared them with the activities that produced those numbers, you soon

learned how your body responds to all sorts of stresses, both big and little. Even if you have no

experience using a monitor, you probably know that exercise is stress. If it weren’t, you would

have no reason to exercise, and your body wouldn’t change by any intentional act.But stress is

only half of what ultimately increases your fitness, and it must be great enough to cause the

body to adapt. The other half of what increases your fitness is rest. It’s during rest periods of

low-intensity exercise that those changes that we call “fitness” actually occur in the body.Your

heart rate monitor will provide the biofeedback for both high- and low-intensity exercise

necessary to make you more fit. It is indeed a powerful training tool, and this book will tell you

all about it.In this chapter we’ll examine how your heart rate monitoring tool came to be, how it

works, and its many features that are available today. The heart rate monitor has come a long

way. It all started in a time long ago when men wore their hair long, women sported miniskirts,

society was in upheaval about war and race matters, disco music was king, and Americans

walked on the moon—that distant era we call the early 1970s.THE HISTORY OF THE HEART

RATE MONITORHeart rate monitoring has a rich history in endurance sports. Long before

there were electronic devices, endurance athletes realized that the pulse of their beating heart

was closely linked to their exertion and therefore their performance. It was obvious. When they

exercised at a high intensity, they felt the rapid pounding of their heart. When they took it easy,

their heart beat much more slowly. Endurance athletes would commonly check their pulses at

the throat or wrist during exercise, but the problem was that this could only be done by slowing

down considerably or by completely stopping. Of course, when exercise intensity decreases,

the heart beats more slowly and the pulse also decreases, so the longer one stands with his or

her fingers on the neck or wrist the more the pulse rate drops. Counting for a minute was

entirely useless. Therefore, to get a fairly accurate number, an athlete had to count for only a

few seconds, usually 10, so that pulse couldn’t slow too much. Then multiplying by 6 would

give an estimate of heart rate—a very rough estimate. Unfortunately, research showed that

doing it this way was likely to result in an error of at least 9 beats per minute. Another study

showed an error of some 17 beats per minute when manually counting. But what else could an

athlete do?[ Treffene’s Pulse Meter ]It was obvious to coaches and athletes alike that counting

pulse was quite inaccurate and that the medical equipment designed to measure heart rate

was too expensive and bulky to lug around. Some sort of small, inexpensive device was

needed to check pulse during activity rather than when at rest.Then in the 1970s two

breakthroughs occurred. Early in the decade an Australian exercise physiologist and, later on,

internationally renowned swim coach, Robert Treffene, Ph.D., began playing around with pulse

rate measurement. He soon came up with a handheld monitor, with electrodes and wires, that

a coach on a pool deck could use to check the heart rates of swimmers immediately at the end

of an interval as they stopped at the pool wall.[ Seppo’s Heart Rate Monitor ]The second

breakthrough came in 1977. Professor Seppo Säynäjäkangas (pronounced say-nayya-KONG-

us ), a 33-year-old electronics professor at Oulu University in Oulu on the west coast of

Finland, was an avid cross-country skier, as many Finns are. In 1976 he wanted to help a local

ski coach who was frustrated in his attempts to monitor the heart rates of his aspiring athletes.



What the professor came up with was a battery-operated, fingertip pulse meter. He knew he

was onto something when the Finnish National Cross Country team wanted to use his device,

so in 1977 he formed a company called Polar Electro Oy. Polar introduced its first retail

monitor, the Tunturi Pulser, the following year. This was a heart rate monitor with a cable-

connected chest belt. Five years later, in 1983, Polar introduced the first wireless heart rate

monitor using electric field data transfer—the Sport Tester PE 2000. The next year, the

company came out with a device containing a computer interface—the Sport Tester PE 3000.

High-tech training had finally arrived.[ Conconi’s Test ]Surprisingly, athletes and coaches were

slow to adopt the heart rate monitor when it first hit the market. But in 1984 something

happened that got a lot of ink in magazines covering all endurance sports. In that year

Francesco Moser, an Italian cyclist, broke Belgian Eddy Merckx’s hour record—the distance

one could cover in one hour on a track riding solo. Merckx’s awesome record distance of

49.431 km (30.746 miles) had been set in 1972 and was thought unbreakable. After all, he was

considered the greatest cyclist of all time. Many other excellent cyclists had tried to beat his

record, and failed. Moser was considered a decent rider, but not on par with the sport’s greats;

at the time, he was also approaching the end of his career. But in Mexico City on a cool day in

January 1984, in one hour Moser rode 51.151 km (31.815 miles)—a whopping 3 percent

farther.What was interesting about Moser’s record attempt was how he trained for it. Until that

time riders’ training had always been based strictly on perceived exertion—how they felt. Most

training was done in groups so that individual riders could push each other to better fitness.

Instead of following tradition in his hour-record preparation, Moser trained under the tutelage of

an Italian physician—Francesco Conconi.Dr. Conconi was an early adopter of Säynäjäkangas’

heart rate monitor and, in using it for his own running, had made an interesting discovery.

When graphing his running paces and heart rates after a track workout in which pace

increased gradually every lap, he saw what he believed to be an intriguing phenomenon. When

he connected the dots of his graphed pace- heart rate data, the resulting line rose fairly

straight from the lower left corner to the upper right. That part was expected. But as the line

approached the top end it did something interesting—it bent downward slightly like a stick that

had been broken. Conconi believed the point of deflection was the “anaerobic threshold” (later

research would cast doubt on this “discovery”). The “Conconi Test” was born.Conconi knew

that a human could maintain anaerobic threshold (AT) effort for about an hour. So when Moser

came to him seeking guidance to train for the hour record, the doctor already knew how to

prepare for it—use a heart rate monitor, conduct a Conconi Test to pinpoint AT, and then train a

lot at that specific heart rate. It worked.Reading all the hoopla in the press aboutMoser and

Conconi, cyclists, runners, swimmers, cross-country skiers, and other endurance athletes all

around the world decided to try heart rate training. The Conconi Test was described and

lauded in magazines in many languages and time zones. A new way of training had been

born.HOW THEY WORKA heart rate monitor has two basic components—a transmitter

strapped to the chest and a wristwatch receiver. The chest strap is the more critical piece, as it

detects the heart’s electrical activity and wirelessly transmits it to the receiver. Several research

studies have shown there is no significant difference between heart rates detected and

transmitted by telemetric heart rate monitors that a runner in her nylon shorts can wear and an

expensive lab setup of hardwired electrocardiograph (ECG) equipment. These studies have

found there is about a plus or minus 1 percent difference in accuracy during steady state

activity—an insignificant rate. Heart rate monitors are so advanced these days that they are

often used in the medical field, primarily because of their accuracy, ease of use, and cost

relative to expensive dedicated medical equipment.Another type of heart rate monitor,



marketed to athletes, uses photo-optic sensors, also called infrared, to sense blood flow to a

fingertip or earlobe. Familiar to anyone who has been treated in a hospital lately, these are

actually “pulse meters,” not heart rate monitors, as they measure pulse, not heart rate. When

used by athletes outdoors they are not very accurate, owing to changes in light that can

interrupt their sensing capability. Movement can also cause interference. While generally less

expensive, infrared pulse meters are just not as effective for athletic use. The slightly greater

cost of the heart rate monitor is worth it, since reliability and accuracy are critical to serious

training.[ The Transmitter ]The chest strap transmitter is the workhorse of a heart rate monitor.

It contains two electrodes that sense the electrical activity of the heart through the skin. A small

radio transmitter, built into the chest strap, sends the data to the receiver on your wrist or

handlebars for display, data storage, and in-workout analysis. In the “olden days” (ca. 1980s),

all chest strap transmitters worked with all receivers. The result was overlapping-display

problems when two or more athletes were near each other. Very high and erratic numbers

were displayed in such a situation. By the 1990s, some transmitters had been designed to

send coded data that could only be “seen” by a similarly coded receiver. Today some receivers

work by detecting and displaying either coded or uncoded transmissions, although coded data

is preferable.Heart rate monitors are no longer simply used for exercise. They have become

sleek wristwatches for everyday wear, like this Polar model FS3GRY.Even with coding it is still

possible to get erroneous data displayed on your receiver. Common culprits are computers, cell

phones, high-voltage power lines, cars, and motor-driven exercise equipment. Oddly enough, a

light nylon jacket or jersey flapping in a strong wind will mess up the signal, somehow

deflecting it. You can also get a jumbled heart rate display, especially early in the workout, if the

chest strap is not wet enough. This is most likely to happen on a cold day when you are not

sweating and the strap wasn’t prepared with enough moisture before putting it on.[ The

Receiver ]The wristwatch receiver has come a long way since I got my first one back in 1983.

In those days receivers were big and cumbersome. You’d never wear it as an everyday watch.

They were simply ugly, like early-model remote controls and mobile phones. Today, though,

you’ll see (or, more likely, won’t see) athletes wearing their heart rate monitors at the farmer’s

market and even at formal affairs. They are sleek and elegant. In fact, you can often spot other

athletes by the high-tech wristwatches they choose to wear.HEART RATE MONITOR

FEATURESThe functional features of heart rate monitors have also come a long way since the

1970s. Originally, monitors showed only one’s instantaneous heart rate—how fast the heart is

beating right now. But today’s model offers many features, including the following, depending

on which monitor you choose.The foot pod accurately measures pace for running and

walking.HEART RATE This is the most basic feature and is found on all devices.TIME OF DAY

Besides time of day, many also feature dual time zones for convenience when

traveling.MEMORY As you work out with your heart rate monitor, it stores time as being in,

below, or above your heart rate zone (or zones). Many receivers can store the data relative to

three zones that you preset. Later I’ll show you how to set this feature relative to your own

zones.STOPWATCH The stopwatch mode is used to time your workout and can also record

lap or “split” times for later review. This is useful when you’re doing interval workouts and want

to record important points, such as mileage markers, during races.ALARMS Not only do most

monitors provide an alarm clock to make sure you wake up in time for your workout, they also

offer target zone alarms. These notify you when you are out of the targeted training or racing

zone. In effect, they’re like a green flag saying, “Hurry up!”TIMERS Some units have

independent countdown or count-up timers. This can be especially helpful during long races to

remind you to eat or drink.CALORIES BURNED You often want to keep track of how many



calories you burn while training, so as to keep your body weight in check by balancing output

with input. Caloric cost is also a way of gauging the total stress of a workout relative to other

workouts. A total of all calories expended for a week can also offer a comparison of how well

you are balancing stress with rest. Chapter 7 discusses this.FITNESS MEASUREMENT

Chapter 4 describes field tests you can do to gauge changes in your performance. Polar has

also come up with an easy way to measure basic cardiovascular fitness. The Polar “Fitness

Test,” which some of the manufacturer’s units offer as a feature, is done while lying down and is

based on your gender, age, height, and body weight, plus your level of physical activity, your

heart rate, and your heart rate variability. The result is displayed as your “OwnIndex”—a

number between 20 and 95. The company offers a standard scale for comparison. For

example, a score of 20 indicates an unfit, sedentary individual while a 95 represents the fitness

level of an Olympic athlete.PACE For a runner or walker, the most valuable data besides heart

rate is pace or power—how fast they are moving. Global Positioning Satellite (GPS) systems

have been available for outdoor athletes for several years.The problem with them, however, is

that when you are in a place where you don’t have line-of-sight positioning with a satellite, as

when in a forest or a city with tall buildings, they simply don’t work. A more recent innovation

that resolves this dilemma is the accelerometer. Polar’s accelerometer uses a “foot pod” that

clips onto your running shoe’s laces and transmits speed and distance data to the wristwatch

receiver, where it is displayed along with heart rate. After calibration it measures foot

acceleration and deceleration to calculate your velocity and distance with 99 percent

accuracy.BICYCLE SPEED AND DISTANCE Heart rate is also found on some bicycle

handlebar computers, along with standard data such as speed, distance, and time. This data is

usually calculated by way of a small magnet mounted on the spokes of the front wheel. The

data is detected by a sensor and transmitted to the handlebars, where it is shown on a small

computer screen.BICYCLE POWER When riding a bike out on the road or up a trail, speed

means little to you since it is greatly affected by wind and terrain. While heart rate tells you

what your “input” is, it doesn’t tell you anything about “output”—how much work you are

producing. That’s where power comes in. Power for cycling is roughly the equivalent of pace for

running. It is not affected by wind or terrain. The problem with most powermeters is their cost—

expect to pay more than $1,000. Polar has brought the price way down with their “Power

Output Sensor” technology, an ingenious device that measures the vibrations of the chain as it

passes through a sensor fastened on the bicycle’s right-side chain stay and sends the

information to a handlebar receiving device (which also doubles as a wristwatch off the bike).

Besides power, it displays pedaling cadence, speed, time, and, of course, heart rate as

transmitted from a chest strap. This device will cost you a third or less of the price of the most

basic, traditional powermeter. It’s a great way to get started training with power.The Polar

CS200.ALTITUDE Now we’re getting into features that are found on very few heart rate

monitors but may prove useful never theless. Take altitude, for example. If you often train or

race on hilly terrain, it can prove insightful to know how much climbing and descending you’re

doing.You certainly know that a workout with a lot of ups and downs is far different from a flat

workout. If you spend a lot of time at elevations above about 8,000 feet, as in Colorado’s Rocky

Mountains, knowing how quickly you are ascending can help you avoid acute mountain

sickness. And, besides, simply knowing your altitude at any given time is fun and really

impresses your training partners.The Polar AXN700 displays not only heart rate but also

altitude, barometric pressure, and temperature. It even has a compass.BAROMETRIC

PRESSURE Heart rate monitors that display altitude usually also show barometric pressure,

since the latter is often used to determine elevation. This function can even predict and notify



you when bad weather is on the way, giving you time to seek shelter.TEMPERATURE How hot

or cold is it during your workout? It’s amazing, I know, but some heart rate monitors will even

tell you this. For accuracy’s sake, though, it’s best to take the watch off your wrist before taking

a reading, so that body temperature doesn’t interfere with the reading.COMPASS Have you

ever gotten lost on a long workout in a strange place? Here’s the solution: Get a heart rate

monitor that comes equipped with a compass. Columbus was never so lucky.GRAPHICAL

DISPLAYS Receivers are getting so sophisticated these days that the distinction between their

in-workout displays and the analysis software with which they come packaged is fading. Many

devices now produce a mini-graph, along with various functions. For example, some provide a

visual display of how your heart rate varies throughout a workout, or show how altitude or

barometric pressure has changed during your session.COMPUTER UPLOAD Many heart rate

monitors are now so high-tech that they can even easily download data to your computer for

post-workout analysis. The software will often do the analysis for you (no hands needed). The

download is done by a pluggable modem or an infrared interface. If you have a coach, you now

have a great way to tell him or her what happened, simply by sending your file after a race or

workout. A website that offers a wide range of analysis functionality and is compatible with

most heart rate monitors and other devices such as powermeters and handlebar computers

is .Polar also offers a free training diary and other analysis options for its devices at .THE

HEART OF THE MATTERAthletes have probably been checking their pulses for as long as

endurance competition has been going on, because there is an obvious link between exercise

intensity and how fast the heart beats. While the electronic heart rate monitor has been around

since the early 1970s, it took a decade before models were sufficiently streamlined and

functional to be commonly used by endurance athletes. The two components of a heart rate

monitor are the chest strap, which senses the electrical activity of the heart and transmits the

data to the other component, a wristwatch or handlebar receiver, where it is interpreted and

displayed. Heart rate monitors now come with many features beyond simply displaying heart

rate and include a wide array of functions such as time of day, memory, stopwatch, alarms,

timers, calories burned, fitness measurement, pace, speed and distance, bicycle power,

altitude, barometric pressure, temperature, compass, graphic displays, and computer upload

capabilities.2YOUR HEART RATEThere is no doubt that the invention of the wireless heart rate

monitor has changed the way that endurance athletes both train and race. The average athlete

today is much more knowledgeable about what’s going on in their body than the sharpest

athletes were 30 years ago. There is still considerable room for improvement, however. In this

chapter I want to introduce you to your heart and, more specifically, to your heart rate.I hear

many comments and complaints about heart rate from athletes. Here are some of the common

ones, along with what the athlete really means. Each is based on a faulty understanding of the

exercising heart rate. By the end of this chapter you should be able to detect the underlying

error of each.• “My heart rate is too high!” (Translation: There’s something wrong with me!)• “My

heart rate won’t go up!” (Translation: I’m in bad shape!)• “I hit my zones easily!” (Translation: I’m

in great shape!)• “My heart rate is lower than yours!” (Translation: I’m a loser!)• “My zones are

easier when I run than when I swim!” (Translation: Isn’t that great!)THE CARDIOVASCULAR

SYSTEMThe heart is a marvelous device. It works non-stop (we hope!) day after day for years.

Its endurance capability is amazing. Try using any other muscle in your body in this same way

and see what happens.Like other muscles in the body the heart grows larger and stronger

when stressed. When not stressed, as when its owner sits in front of the TV day after day, it

shrivels up just as other muscles do. The hear t can use carbohydrate, fat, or lactate for fuel

equally well. To produce energy, the heart muscles are literally packed with little energy-



producing organs called “mitochondria.” About 25 to 30 percent of the couch potato’s heart

muscle cells are made up of these tiny powerhouses. For comparison, the biceps muscle of an

untrained person is about 5 percent mitochondria.An athlete’s heart does not have the ability to

beat any faster than a spectator’s. Ounce for ounce, the world-class athlete’s heart doesn’t

create any more muscular force than anyone else’s hear t. The number of mitochondria is not

any greater in the heart muscle of the winner of the race than those in the heart muscle of the

last-place finisher.[ The Pump ]The heart is first and foremost a pump, and as with any pump

there are only two ways to increase its output. One is to keep the chamber the same size but to

pump faster. The other is to keep the stroke rate the same, but to increase the size of the

chamber so that more fluid is pumped per stroke. The latter is more efficient and is the primary

way that endurance exercise improves the heart. It becomes bigger and capable of delivering

more blood per beat to all the waiting muscles of the body.At rest an untrained person’s heart

may put out about 2 ounces per beat with about 70 beats per minute. That yields an output of

140 ounces—a little more than one gallon per minute. If this same person endurance-trains for

three months, the resting heart rate may decrease to 55 beats per minute while the per-stroke

volume could rise to 2.5 ounces. That would yield about the same output as before—just more

than a gallon per minute at rest.So the fit athlete’s submaximal heart rate is lower than when

he or she was unfit. In highly fit endurance athletes the resting heart rate per minute may be in

the 30s or low 40s. Such low heart rates mean a large stroke volume and are an indicator of

increasing fitness.[ The Plumbing ]The heart is a little larger than your fist, weighs a bit less

than a pound, and is situated about in the center of your chest just beneath the breastbone

and between the lungs. It is actually made up of two side-by-side pumps. The right side pumps

blood through the pulmonary artery to the lungs, where it picks up oxygen and gives off carbon

dioxide before returning by way of the pulmonary vein to the heart’s left atrium. The left side

pump sends the oxygen-rich blood to the rest of the body through the aorta and arterial

network. The blood returns to the right side of the heart by way of the veins, and the process

starts all over again. Each side of the heart has a thin-walled receiving chamber (the atrium)

that helps to fill the thick-walled major pump (the ventricle). One-way valves separate the atria

from the ventricles to prevent backflow. Similar valves at the exits of the atria keep the blood

flowing in the right directions.Figure 2.1 shows blood flow through the heart. Notice the size of

the left ventricle compared with the right one. Pumping blood to the exercising body takes more

force than pumping it to the lungs, making the left ventricle larger.Your body contains about a

gallon of blood, which makes up roughly 8 pounds of your body weight, depending on your

body size. This blood is continuously recirculated. Each day, your heart beats about 100,000

times and pumps something like 5,000 gallons of blood.Figure 2.1. The heart and blood

flow[ The Spark Plug ]Just as the engine in your car has a spark plug, the heart has special

electrical cells to stimulate it to beat.This natural spark plug is in the upper part of the right

atrium and is known as the sinus node. When you step on the gas pedal in your car the spark

plugs fire faster to generate a greater number of sparks per minute. In terms of the heart, the

gas pedal is the hormone commonly called adrenaline, which causes the sinus node to

increase the number of sparks per minute. A network of nerves conducts the spark all over the

heart, and this causes contraction of the atria and ventricles to pump the blood. Your heart rate

monitor chest strap senses this electrical activity and transmits the data to your receiver.THE

ATHLETE’S HEARTThe endurance athlete’s heart differs from the nonathlete’s mostly in size.

The hear t of the athlete is a bit larger, primarily because of the increased capacity of the left

ventricle. For many years this was considered to be unhealthy because such sizes often

bordered on being pathologic. Today, however, cardiologists can differentiate between the



athletic and pathologically enlarged hearts and recognize that the athlete’s bigger heart is not

unhealthy and is, in fact, just the opposite.Nevertheless, seemingly fit athletes do die during

exercise. About 100 people die each year in the United States while engaged in sport. Nearly

all of them have some form of heart disease. Being fit is not the same as being healthy. A good

example of this is the untimely death of Jim Fixx in 1984.
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Stephen A. Means, “Not cookie cutter, data junkies will love it!. I've found this to be a great

book for endurance training for the self coached athlete. Many folks will decide they want to

take up biking, running, tris, etc... and often they just grab a generic training plan from a

website. This often works fine, but many people won't go any further than that, and surprise

surprise, they don't get the results they think they should.A book like this is the next step. It will

break down why you need to start thinking about HR training and periodization. Once you've

read about why and decide you want to do this the work begins. While the book it good, it will

not hand hold you through the process. You've got some reading to do, and then some

measuring, thinking and finally planning.While it may seem frustrating to go through all those

chapters, you will come away with a greater understanding about endurance training as well as

a far more personalized plan that can get you to your goals in a much more efficient manner

than just plugging away at a pre-made template.”

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eaoo/OPMw/AlMQj/Total-Heart-Rate-Training-Customize-and-Maximize-Your-Workout-Using-a-Heart-Rate-Monitor


mark burdeshaw, “Most valuable fitness book ever written!!. I bought a Garmin Forerunner 305

several years ago and have been using it to record my heart rate, pace, speed, course, etc... I

read what I could find on the web about heart rate training and have tried to apply it to my

training program. In addition, I have bought several triathlon, cycling, and running books and

checked out numerous others from the library and they all pale in comparison to this one. Joe

explains the physiology behind his approach so anyone can understand and apply it to their

fitness program. I've read most of what he has in the book in other places on the web but I

could never put all the different pieces together in my head. In Joe's book he does just that. He

synthesizes all the information related to using your heart rate to guide your training into a

coherent explanation and plan for applying in real life. Here are a couple of the questions I had

that he explained in the book.1. When I run I usually strive to keep my heart rate in a certain

heart rate zone for a certain amount of time. I noticed that the farther I got into my run the more

I would have to slow down to keep my heart rate in the prescribed zone. In the book Joe tells

us that this is called coupling (coupling of heart rate and pace) and that a fit athlete can

maintain a constant pace without their heart rate elevating excessively. In my case, my heart

rate and pace are decoupling which is a sign of a lack of fitness. He goes on to describe the

approach for measuring the amount of decoupling and how to change your fitness program to

address this deficiency.2. Another lesson learned from Joe's book is that your heart rate zone

should be based on your lactate threshold heart rate (LTHR) . I've always used the Kavornen

method to compute my heart rate zones. He explains why it's better to use the LTHR and

spends a great deal of the book explaining how to measure this heart rate, and the physiology

of working at or slightly above or below the LTHR.This is a fascinating book that I would highly

recommend to anyone who wants to get the most our of their training program.I bought the

Kindle version of the book and the only drawback was that many of the figures, tables, and

worksheets were hard to read. I'd recommend buying the paper version, its worth the extra

cost.”

Sideofpotatos, “Outstanding book for the serious athlete. I recently have become a highly

inspired runner and research lead me to this author/book. It ultimately teaches the reader how

to plan an entire year's worth of training around 2 or 3 primary race events while

simultaneously providing essential information on the secret to heart rate training. I found this

book to contain so much information (without extra fluff to wade thru) that it reminded me of

taking college courses! I took several pages worth of notes as I read, I reread some chapters

multiple times, I wanted to soak in everything this extraordinary bank of knowledge had to offer

because I knew it contained the secret to unlocking my potential as a runner and achieving my

nearly impossible goals in the next year.If running for you is a high priority and a way of life for

you (comes in somewhere behind family and maybe ahead of work!) this book is exactly what

you need. If you are more of a casual trainer than this book probably contains more info than

you are interested in.RUN FOR LIFE!!”

Stevan Pierce, “Demystifies Aerobic Conditioning. I have always heard about or read the fat

burning zones but did not comprehend them. After reading this book, I learned how and why

the body burns fat within the fat burn zone.You ask yourself what this has to do with total heart

rate training. There are three avenues of fuel for athletes, the main one I am concerned about

is fat for ultra events. As an ultrarunner, my body depends on its ability to burn fat and stay

within a specific lactate threshold to avoid premature muscle failure.The tips and information in

the book has helped me to trim off 2 hours on my 50 miles distances. I highly recommend this



book to others.”

Rebeccah, “Excellent reference. I got this at the same time as my heart rate monitor. This was

useful to help me understand how to use the monitor and how to train, using it, to improve

cardiorespiratory fitness. Most of it was not directly applicable to my training, as my goals were

somewhat different, but parts of it were.”

Eric Tobias, “Cumbersome. It was an interesting book and it was very helpful. It described a

great way of finding your Anaerobic HR. It also was great in allowing you to test your fitness by

checking the amount of your "coupling". Where the book/method falls short is that you are

required to have seven HR zones, where most HR monitors only have five. Also, the sample

workouts were not easy to follow and I have found only had a limited usefulness.”

Matthew, “Great!. Enough info for those who train with a HRM!”

thutthut, “Understanding the heart.. Item arrived promptly in good condition. A useful and

interesting explanation of the benefits of training with a heart rate monitor.”

Gary P Burns, “excellent Detail.. extremely detailed book, but was able to pick out the info

needed.  Very Good book.”

Robbo_97, “Good if you are already knowledgeable about your sport. The book covered

everything I wanted to know and gave me some good tips, but he went a bit too deep at times,

especially towards the end of the book.”

Brownie, “Changed my Training. my training WAS very un-organised. I know have a planned

schedule and specific training goals to aim for. Perfect book for a novice like me to improve and

a firm basis for future development.”

The book by Joe Friel has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 110 people have provided feedback.
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